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About This Game

Rex: Another Island is a platforming adventure inspired by the classics.

Featuring:

Open world platforming action, containe 5d3b920ae0 
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OS: Windows 7
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I thought I would leave a Negative review for this game since there aren't any as of yet, and someone might want to see a
different opinion. This isn't a bad game, it's just not much of a game. We played through the first 5 or so levels in 20

minutes and encountered no game mechanics other than platform jumping and collecting coins. We saw a total of 2
enemies, both of which were simple move-and-avoid enemies. Other than that, no bosses, no power ups, nothing but

jump, avoid spikes, collect coins. I would call this a half developed game.. Short but sweet little platformer with some
nice tunes.. Im a little torn here because on one hand, the game is colourful, controls really well and is incredibly good
fun. The problem however is that the game is incredibly short, my playtime being just shy of an hour and thats with
getting all three endings and collecting every single thing the game has to offer. Despite that, i'll put this under the

thumbs up pile as I guess its better to be bright and fun for a short time, then to be a long boring slog.. Great short and
sweet platformer! Great Level Design and a nice challenging game, but still fair! I would recommend to completionists
and speedrunners and platformer fans.. Charming with some challenging parts (you'll love the sewers).. Short and sweet

The Rex: Another Island OST Is Here / Weeklong Deal - 25% Off : Pixeljam is happy to announce that the official and
complete OST to the game has launched as DLC: Thanks to Pete Gresser for making such wonderful music and to

shysaursoft for a wonderful game! ------ ------ ------ ------ Also the base game, Rex: Another Island is 25% off this week
- if you have not picked it up yet, now is a good time :) ------ ------ ------ ------ And finally we'd like to announce the
winners of the recent leaderboard contests: Secret Ending Speedrun: Surujin All Gems Speedrun: Mr. Ticklish von

Picklewickle Normal Ending Speedrun: Mr. Ticklish von Picklewickle Top Overall Score: Mr. Ticklish von
Picklewickle Nice work Mr.. Rex has been updated to 1.01, LEADERBOARD & SPEEDRUN CONTEST : Hello All,
We've uploaded an update to Rex, bumping the game to version 1.01. Here is what changed: - Speedrun exploit fixed,
preventing player from being able to reset while banking coins. (Sorry!) - Millisecond granularity added to timer / time

submitted to leaderboards. - Timer now records your par time the instant you hit an ending door (it used to wait until the
fade-out finished). - Music now fades out on zone transition. We're transitioning over to 4 new leaderboards today, since

the old ones have the speedrun exploit reflected in them. The old ones will say RETIRED. In celebration of the new
leaderboards, we're having a CONTEST: Today starts the Magic Gem Speedrun Contest , ending 1 week from today
(next Monday). Top 3 get prizes, including existing Pixeljam Games and some other goodies. The top overall score at

the end of 6 weeks will also get a Dino Run T-Shirt.. Borderlight Update - Build 1.0.0.10 : Hello all, An update has been
released. Here is a list of everything that has changed. Fixed a display bug involving tower upgrades. Zombies now die in

the morning.. -Pixeljam's Surreal Minigolf Comedy CHEAP GOLF Has Launched- : Hello all, We're excited to
announce the launch of our latest original game, CHEAP GOLF: It's a surreal and (sometimes) 4th-wall-breaking

minigolf comedy starring a mysterious AI bot named SUSAN. It just left Early Access, and is currently 20% off this
week.. -The Secret Ending Speedrun Contest Starts Today- : For those that enjoy a good challenge, may we humbly

suggest that you try to top the leaderboards for the SECRET ENDING SPEEDRUN over the next week. That means you
have to get all 777 coins (yikes) and the appropriate exit doorway. not easy. But for the top 3 on Dec 11, we have

fabulous prizes awaiting the winners.
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